Питання до модульної контрольної роботи
з навчальної дисципліни «Основи лексикографії і термінознавства»
для студентів 3 курсу напряму підготовки 6.020303 «Філологія»

1. What is lexicography?
2. Write the historical periods of the development of lexicography.
3. The earliest manuscript glossaries in the history of British lexicography such as Corpus, Leiden, Epinal, Erurt Glossaries belonged to the 8th –9th centuries and were called after …?
4. Who was the author of “A Dictionary of the English Language in Which the Words are Deduced from their Originals and Illustrated in their General Significations by Examples from the Best Writes” published in 1755, that marked a turning point in the history of the British lexicography?
5. Since what time the pronunciation is described in a dictionary?
6. When was the English language brought to the North American continent?
7. Who was the person that compiled the first American dictionary of the English language?
8. Who is considered to be the father of American lexicography?
10. When did the tradition of compiling dictionaries arise in Ukraine?
11. According to the number of languages dictionaries are divided into …?
12. According to the object of description dictionaries are divided into … ?
13. According to the way of language unit description …?
14. With regard to time unilingual dictionaries are subdivided into … ?
15. When did the electronic-dictionary era start?
16. What was the most widely used machine-readable dictionary during the late 1970-s and throughout the 1980-s?
17. What does corpus linguistics do?
18. When did the Brown Corpus (the first Corpus) appear?
19. What dictionary was fully based on the Corpus (not on the previous editions of other dictionaries)?
20. When did Terminology, as we understand it today, first begin to take shape in?
21. Who is considered to be the founder of modern terminology?
22. According to the number of constituent morphemes terms are divided into … ?
23. According to the types of morphemes that form a complex term terms are divided into … ?
24. Give the definition of the following terms: «Initialism», «Acronym», «Abbreviation», «Short form/clipping»
25. Into what groups can be classified terms from the standpoint of their function?
26. What is the difference between neoclassical borrowings and true borrowings?
27. Give the definition of the following terms: «Derivation», «Compounding», «Truncation»
28. What translation strategies do you know?
29. Give the definition of the following terms: «Transliteration», «Transcription», «Loan Translation», «Descriptive translation»